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Culture 4.0:The Future of Work Is Here.





Corporate culture is under siege–plagued by loud and quiet quitters, epidemic burnout, generational 
divides, demands for greater worker flexibility and autonomy, challenges in integrating technology 
(including artificial intelligence) and articulating common purpose for remote workers. Though futurists 
have long explored the benefits of remote work and resilient organizational designs, many have been 
surprised by recent shifts in values that challenge traditional assumptions built into some of our 
organizations and reinforced by our own understandings of work and management, from 5-day workweeks 
to managerial control and physical presence in an office. 

Disruption



Industry and Quality 4.0

The more we think about how to harness the technology revolution, the more we will 
examine ourselves and the underlying social models that these technologies embody and 
enable, and the more we will have an opportunity to shape the revolution in a manner 
that improves the state of the world.

Klaus Schwab, The Fourth Industrial Revolution



VUCA

Army’s approach to strategic leadership in global change 
Principal book: T.O. Jacobs. Strategic leadership: The competitive edge (2002)
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Meta Lays Off More Than 11,000 Employees,

13% of Company
"I take accountability for these decisions," CEO Mark Zuckerberg tells workers in a 

letter.
'This is a dicey moment': Amazon, Apple, other tech giants lose 
billions in value as market wobbles
USA TODAY

Pace of layoffs in tech sector reaching early pandemic levels With tech 
executives growing more pessimistic about the economy, the industry 
shed 9,587 jobs in October
Bloomberg News

Getting laid off? Know your rights
CNN

Salesforce is planning to slash as many as 2,500
jobs, according to a report

VUCA



Twitter’s company culture? ‘Used to have an amazing
culture, unsure of future’ Digiday

A total of 3,700 Tweeps were fired on Nov. 5. It was the end of an era for many Twitter 
employees, with some working there for more than a decade. There’s no question that it was a 
sad day for those who will no longer be employed by the social media platform recently acquired 
by Elon Musk, but what about the other half of the company that remains?

Axios - Scott Rosenberg 
As Silicon Valley and the broader tech industry face a season of layoffs, workers are unprepared for 
the ordeal and management has little experience …



Culture: Compass or Prison
Organizational culture is a compass that gives people 
direction,but it is also a prison that limits their freedom. 
Culture guides and integrates, but also blinds and stifles 
thinking.
A cultural compass makes it easier to find your way at
work. It directs you in what to think, feel, say and do. Often it
works automatically…. When you follow the compass,
you get along with other people in the organization. Culture 
can also imprison people. This is what happens
when shared beliefs become a shared blindness. When all
people in an organization think in the same way, they also find
it hard to imagine anything outside their narrow cultural 
universe. …
When we stop reflecting on the values of the organization,
an organization can start to operate like a psychic prison. 

Mats Alvesson & Andre Spicer, The Stupidity Paradox (2016)



Origins: Shaping Work Culture

The second industrial revolution



Workers had to be legally married co their partners, "properly" support their families, maintain good 

"home conditions,“ demonstrate thrift and sobriety, and be efficient at their jobs. Ford established a 

"Sociological Department“ to investigate if workers were eligible for the profit sharing and to guide 

them in behavioral change if they were not. … [T]he comprehensiveness of the Ford program, its 

intrusiveness, and its link to a doubling of wages put it at the forefront of employer efforts to shape 

the behavior and mindset of employees to make them fit into a factory regimen.

Joshua R Freeman, Behemoth (2018)

Shaping Behavior: Henry Ford



Industrial Revolution II:“Electrical Consciousness”





Implicit in the institutional campaigns which General Electric and its agency launched from 1923 through 1927 were two 
critical elements. The first was that of a large vision with which the entire corporation could identify and behind which its 
various divisions and individual managers could rally. … It should march forward  under  a  nobler banner-- that of the 
nation's crusader for "an electrical  consciousness."  By doing such a big and "unselfish" thing, GE would  implicitly  claim  
leadership of the entire industry. It would assume … Above all, as GE leaders observed, the institutional advertising 
campaigns had given an impetus to greater internal coordination and cohesion within the company. They had helped 
stamp the GE logo, the "initials of a friend," upon the entire organization and its affiliates and had helped unite them 
behind the vision of the company that it represented.

Roland Marchand, “The Inward Thrust of Institutional Advertising: General Electric and General Motors in the 1920s” Business and Economic History (1989)

“Emblem of Service”
“Initials of a Friend”

Shaping Identity: General Electric



What Is Culture?

The culture of a group can … be defined as a 
pattern of shared basic assumptions learned 
by a group as it solved its problems of 
external adaptation and internal integration, 
which has worked well enough to be 
considered valid and, therefore, to be taught 
to new members as the correct way to 
perceive, think, and feel in relation to those 
problems.

Any group ’ s culture can be studied at three 
levels — the level of its artifacts, the level of 
its espoused beliefs and values, and the level 
of its basic underlying assumptions. 

d



Structure

1979 2015



Lifecycle



The Startup



Assumptions About Flexibility

Workplace flexibility: Benefits over barriers

Many in the workforce today value the benefits of flexibility, including better work-life integration, 
improved mental health, and less stress, over potential barriers. However, they still feel that to get ahead 
professionally, they must conform to traditional work settings to avoid stigma. From our external survey, 
we discovered that today’s professionals are looking to leaders to advance a culture of flexibility, so that 
they can work when, how, and where they want without fear of consequence.

Deloitte, 2020



Values Shift

The pandemic exposed underlying perceptions of overwork and disrespect while opening space for reflection on personal 
values vs work time. It’s shifted balances of power and career trajectories. According to Forbes, “In June [2021] alone, 4 
million workers resigned. Instead of a ‘Great Resignation,’ Indeed, the large job aggregation site, identifies this movement as 
a ‘Great Realization’ of the innate need for humans to ‘find happier, more fulfilling work and, in turn, lives.’”

QP, December, 2021

Work Overload
Lack of Control
Insufficient Reward
Breakdown of Community
Absence of Fairness
Conflicting Values

2000



Generations: Values Shift and Culture Transfer



The Career Ladder

1999, Career Jobs are Dead

In these new relationships, we still have full-time jobs, including a growing

number of managerial jobs that pay reasonably well and that offer good 

benefits.

What we do not have is long-term security—if for no other reason 

than because the employer's current structure is not very secure—or 

predictable prospects for internal advancement. 

Peter Cappelli



Time and Place

“American managers and employees remain under the influence of mid-
19th century beliefs about work discipline and control, which hinge on all 
workers being together in the same place, at the same time…. [At stake 
are] our shared understandings of trust, loyalty, solidarity, equality, 
respect, commitment, and reward influence careers, organizational design, 
job satisfaction, and productivity. Every proposed variation on established 
place-time work habits is a catalyst for reconsidering the significance of 
these meanings to every dimension of the office

Constance Perrin The Moral Fabric of the Office: Organizational Habits vs. 
High-Tech Options for Work Schedule Flexibilities (1988)



All-Remote Organizations, Once Far- Fetched, 
Enter The Mainstream  Forbes.com

By Steelcase Inc - Provided by Steelcase, CC BY 
3.0,https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?cu
rid=39900783

In 1990, Charles Handy pronounced “the 
telephone … the most user-friendly of all modern 
inventions, and as its permutations and 
ramifications extend it will start to revolutionize 
ordinary occupations.”

The Age of Unreason



Assumptions About Supervision/Monitoring
Modern Times, 1936



Remote workers are increasingly surveilled, as manager 
paranoia surges  Axios

The uptick in monitoring happened as more workers went 
remote, and managers increasingly worried that they weren't 
working. "Productivity paranoia," is what Microsoft CEO Satya 
Nadella called it in an interview last week.

If employers decide to forge ahead with close monitoring  …, 
human resource group SHRM advises "being transparent" 
about it.
The bottom line: Trust is a key ingredient in the relationship 
between boss and worker. Obsessive monitoring does not 
typically foster that connection.

Assumptions About Supervision/Monitoring, 
2022



Response?

• Values: Constancy of Purpose

• Skills

• Leadership

• Identity

• Integrated Technology

• Cultural Understanding



Develop Skills for Quality 4.0 Mature Culture

• Instrumental: Get the job done. Understand human and technological interface (“convivial technology”).

• Interpersonal: Collaborate within and across corporate boundaries. 

• Imaginal: See how things might be different. Creativity and innovation.

• Systems: See the big picture to respond adaptively



In survival, rhetoric can make us MORE defensive and reactive:

The Vision-Culture Gap. This misalignment develops when senior management moves the company in a 
strategic direction that employees don’t understand or support. The gap usually emerges when senior 
management establishes a vision that is too ambitious for the organization to implement. The
main symptom: a breach between rhetoric and reality. Disappointed managers often blame employees for 
resisting change; frustrated employees react with cynicism and suspicion.

M.J. Hatch

Leadership: Avoid Vision-Culture Gap



Simply deploying AI or any other technology—even in important functions—by itself doesn’t constitute transformation, 
especially of culture. A comprehensive, integral approach enhanced by agility and led by the CEO is essential. If we return 
to TQM, we find some good, long-standing advice on leadership and flexible response. In assessing why TQM 
transformations failed and suggesting new structures, Beer’s research found that programs that sought to motivate top-
down without adequate feedback created gaps between rhetoric and reality that extended across units.

QP, May 2020

Digital Transformation
According to Mckinsey, about 70% of digital transformations fail.  Historically, total quality management (TQM) 
posted the same results. In 1994, Michael Beer reported that TQM’s failure rate exceeded 75%.2 Both were to be 
expected. Any programs promising transformational (total) change carry both the inspiration and baggage of 
myth. Visioning how we want to make rapid change may invite unrealistic promises and magical thinking.



Standard Tools and Techniques

• Surveys: There are about 80 culture surveys available. Most don’t just 
focus on culture but include perceptions of performance. The 
Organizational Cultural Inventory (OCI) is one close to Schein’s 
framework.

• Consultants: Offer an outside view. Their role may be closer to 
anthropologist studying culture. 

• Conversations: Needed to use insights of surveys and consultants and 
surface values.

• Leadership: Openness  and trust required. Defense and reaction will 
shut it down.



Quality Culture?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBU7-4BEMaw


“Life is a series of surprises and would not be worth taking or keeping if it were not.”  R.W. Emerson

Corporate culture is under siege–plagued by loud and quiet quitters, epidemic burnout, generational divides, 
demands for greater worker flexibility and autonomy, challenges in integrating technology (including artificial 
intelligence) and articulating common purpose for remote workers. Though futurists have long explored the 
benefits of remote work and resilient organizational designs, many have been surprised by recent shifts in 
values that challenge traditional assumptions built into some of our organizations and reinforced by our own 
understandings of work and management, from 5-day workweeks to managerial control and physical presence 
in an office. This presentation defines perennial dimensions of culture,assesses the effects of current trends, 
and offers suggestions for enhancing healthy cultures in volatile and uncertain times.
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